Evolutionary Coaching & Consulting
An opportunity to invest in awakening consciousness on
this planet so we can live in harmony with ourselves,
each other and nature.

Who I serve

Catalysts, impact investors, organizations, families,
entrepreneurs, inheritors, thought leaders and agents of
impact here to reboot our world.

How I Impact

We dive in at the deepest quantum level to identify and
support breaking through the inner growth edges that
hold us back, edge after edge, after edge. I wear many
hats from guide, to strategist, coach, shamanic energy
medicine practitioner, healer, intuitive, peak wellness
facilitator, lawyer, advisor, sounding board, sustainability
and impact agent, program developer and content
creator, retreat leader, to all things evolutionary. As a
back pocket catalyst, strategist and propeller for
evolution, my programs offer an opportunity to invest in
yourself and the awakening of consciousness on this
planet.

How I Serve
Ÿ

Private Coaching
The Inner Work of Impact

Ÿ

Deep Dives, Workshops and Retreats

Ÿ

Keynote Speaking

Ÿ

The EVOLVE Program
BLAZE Evolutionary Business & Awakened
Leadership Program

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Creative done for you programming for
scaling thought leadership, design, pricing,
communications, messaging, positioning
and scaling for impact, licensing strategy,
contracts

Ÿ

Ecosystem Architecture and Strategy

Ÿ
Ÿ

Crafting Your Keynote Program
Strategy Days

Ÿ

Mediation (family dynamics)

Ÿ

Immersive Retreats

Ÿ

Expeditions and Journeys

Ÿ

Shamanic Energy Medicine

Ÿ

Consulting

Ÿ

On Retainer Trusted Advisor

Ÿ

Bespoke Experiences

“Until you meet the unconscious on
the inside it will continue to meet
you on the outside."
- Carl Jung

Lauren Baptiste
"Stephanie's coaching, mentorship, leadership,
professionalism and healing capabilities blend to
one transformative elixir. While working together,
Stephanie helped unleash my potential and create
an impact that will ripple through my life for years
and years to come. Through working with her, I now
have a ourishing business! Highly recommend."

Anna Ruth Henriques
"Thank YOU, Stephanie. Working with you has
expanded me in ways I never thought possible.
You've helped me see and believe in and manifest
the merest twinkling of imagination into reality.
You've also been patient and persistent to ensure a
break-through, and for all I am innitely grateful!"

stephanietrager.com

Impact Investing in Consciousness
Invest in your personal evolution while supporting Intentional
Paradigms' ability to expand their work of awakening of
consciousness on this planet so we can live in harmony with
ourselves, each other and nature.

The Offering
Work together in a private program, join the Evolve
Mastery Circle group mastermind, bring Stephanie in to
deliver The Inner Work of Impact to your group, or be
come a sponsor of Catalyst Talks Podcast.

The Investment

Awakening Consciousness
Goal is to open the aperture of perception for impact
investors around the world through:
• The Inner Work of Impact
• Evolve Mastery Circle
• Private Coaching & Spiritual Advisory

Catalyst Talks Podcast
Aiming to reach a million people by 2023 with two prong
focus:
• Awakening consciousness
• Learning from experts on harnessing Earth's energy
with out extraction - via free energy technology

Invest in your personal evolution and expanded impact.
The investment tiers depend on the offering you choose.
stephanietrager.com

